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� A process used to maximize student learningmaximize student learningmaximize student learningmaximize student learning by 
improving the matchimproving the matchimproving the matchimproving the match between a student's individual 
needs and the curriculum. 

� A general term used to describe the range of range of range of range of 
strategiesstrategiesstrategiesstrategies, which are used to ensure children’s 
needs are met.

� A broad term referring to the need to tailor teaching 
environments and practices to create appropriately 
different learning experiences for different students. different learning experiences for different students. different learning experiences for different students. different learning experiences for different students. 

� Adapting the curriculum to meet the unique needs of 
learners by making modifications in complexity, modifications in complexity, modifications in complexity, modifications in complexity, 
depth, and pacingdepth, and pacingdepth, and pacingdepth, and pacing. 

DifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiationDifferentiation……

Allows each student to work in his or Allows each student to work in his or Allows each student to work in his or Allows each student to work in his or 

her zone of proximal development her zone of proximal development her zone of proximal development her zone of proximal development 

(state of moderate challenge)(state of moderate challenge)(state of moderate challenge)(state of moderate challenge)

ZPD
Actual development as determined 
by independent problem solving

Actual development level as determined under 
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers

ZPDZPD
• Moderate 

Challenge

– Know 
something

– Have to think

– Must persist

– Effort leads 
to success

• Too Hard

– Don’t know 
where to start

– Missing skills

– Can’t solve

– Makes no 
sense

• Too Easy

– Already 
knows

– Gets it 
quickly

– No effort 
needed

Based on  C. Tomlinson, 2004

Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?Why Differentiate?

� Pressure to standardize learningPressure to standardize learningPressure to standardize learningPressure to standardize learning

� Students differ in abilities, interests, and Students differ in abilities, interests, and Students differ in abilities, interests, and Students differ in abilities, interests, and 

learning styleslearning styleslearning styleslearning styles

� Learning more enjoyable when choices Learning more enjoyable when choices Learning more enjoyable when choices Learning more enjoyable when choices 

are availableare availableare availableare available

� Enjoyment and engagement contribute Enjoyment and engagement contribute Enjoyment and engagement contribute Enjoyment and engagement contribute 

to higher achievementto higher achievementto higher achievementto higher achievement

� And, of course, the state says you must!And, of course, the state says you must!And, of course, the state says you must!And, of course, the state says you must!
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Teachers can differentiate byTeachers can differentiate by

Content Process Product
Curriculum Depth (what) Instructional Techniques (how) End Product

According to students’

Readiness      Interests       Learning

Profile

Differentiation StrategiesDifferentiation Strategies

�� Curriculum CompactingCurriculum Compacting

�� Independent ProjectsIndependent Projects

�� Tiered AssignmentsTiered Assignments

�� Flexible GroupingFlexible Grouping

�� Learning or Interest CentersLearning or Interest Centers

�� Varying QuestionsVarying Questions

�� MentorshipsMentorships

�� Learning ContractsLearning Contracts

To differentiate you mustTo differentiate you must……

� Know your learning goals

� Know the ability range of 
your students

The Value of Assessment or ...The Value of Assessment or ...

You canYou can’’ t figure out what to teach t figure out what to teach ‘‘ emem
if you donif you don’’ t know t know ‘‘ emem!!

� Interest Inventories
� Me, Myself, and I
� Interest-a-lyzer

� Learning Profile Inventories
� Preassessment Options - Ensure the 

Mastery of Basic Skills!

78 to 88% of 5th and 6th grade 
average readers could pass 
pretests on basal comprehension 
skills before these were covered 
in the basal.

Barbara M. Taylor & Barbara J. Frye, The Reading Teacher, November, 1988.

Why Why PreassessPreassess?? Ensure the Mastery of Basic Skills:Ensure the Mastery of Basic Skills:

Mastery Not Mastery
Recognition of situation 
requiring repeated addition, 
uses multiplication to shorten 
solution process

Uses variety of basketball 
passes depending on best 
strategy for the moment

Explain role of any word in 
sentence & explain how role 
changes based on placement

Can automatically recite 
multiplication facts

Primarily uses the bounce 
pass in basketball 
regardless of its potential 
effectiveness

Can match parts of speech 
to its definition

Wormeli, 2006
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PreassessmentPreassessmentOptionsOptions
Textbook Pretest
Student/Teacher Conference - as short as a 5 minute talk
K-N-W Chart - What do I Know, Need to know & Want to 
know
Journal - Write what you know about...
List - If I say ...

What does it make you think of?

Product - Draw a bar graph...
Use the graphing calculator to plot...

Concept Map...
Five Hardest

I’ve mapped out the concepts I’ve 
already grasped to save you time.

Questions to ask as you planQuestions to ask as you plan……

Will what I have planned…

� Enable students to learn material well?

� Meet all of the student’s needs?

� Be necessary for all students?

� Meet the needs of students who learn 
quickly?

How will I know that students have 
mastered material?

Speaking of QuestionsSpeaking of Questions……
Why do people ask questions?Why do people ask questions?

�People in general…

�Teachers…

�Children…

�How do these differ?

Why do teachers ask questions?Why do teachers ask questions?

� Focus attention

� Arouse interest, stimulate curiosity

� Stimulate thinking

� Find out what children know, probe 
understanding

� Review, revise or recall learning

� Diagnose difficulties and misunderstandings

� Get children to explain, predict or give reasons

Questioning in the Classroom

57% routine

35% recall

54% routine 

42% recall

29 % recall

47% routine

60% recall

70% recall

8% fostered thinking1993Wragg

4% fostered thinking1989Kerry

23% fostered thinking1980Kroll

20% fostered thinking1970Gall

17% fostered thinking1935Haynes
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QUESTIONING
FROM…
� an interrogation
� judging an answer
� required answers
� answer as final
� a hierarchical 

relationship
� emphasis on outcome

QUESTING
TO…
� an exploration
� exploring an answer
� answers are gifts
� answer as provisional
� a collegial 

relationship
� emphasis on process

QUESTING

Georgia Department of Education Critical Thinking Skills Program

Open Ended Questions:Open Ended Questions:
� Have no “right” answer

� Can be discussed and debated

� Provoke and sustain student inquiry

� Raise other important questions

� Address the conceptual or philosophical 
foundations of a discipline

� Stimulate vital, ongoing reflection of big 
ideas and assumptions

Questions that Differentiate?Questions that Differentiate?

� By their very nature open-ended questions 
differentiate.  

� All students must think.
� Questions targeted toward readiness levels as 

students pull from prior knowledge and 
information gained from the classroom activity.

� Allows answer at level of understanding.

� Detailed explanation of photosynthesis vs. plants 
need sun and water to survive.

� All can contribute and all contributions are 
respected.

Wait TimeWait Time
� Provide time for reflection

� Students may be resistant to “having to think”

� Wait Time
� Averages one second or less.

� Students whom teachers perceive as slow or poor 
learners are given less wait-time than those teachers 
view as more capable.

� Increase in wait-time over three seconds has a 
positive effect on the number of higher cognitive 
questions asked by teachers.

Teaching Children to Ask QuestionsTeaching Children to Ask Questions

� Students who ask questions are active 
learners.

� Students learn to ask questions by asking 
questions. 

� Students learn to ask goodquestions by 
asking questions and then receiving 
feedbackon them. 

� Students learn to become scholars by 
learning to ask good questions. 

Fat and Skinny QuestionsFat and Skinny Questions

How do these 2 questions differ?

� How many legs to you have?

� How would your life be different if 
you had 3 legs?

“I think the 3 legs question is fat because it 
takes up a lot of space in your brain to think 
of an answer.  The 2 legs one is skinny because 
it hardly takes up any thinking space.”

Mackenzie, 2nd grade
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What did…?What else could…?

How did…?What advice would you give…?

Do you agree/disagree with…?Why do you agree/disagree 
with…?

Will…?What do you think about…?

Did…?In what ways…?

Where did…?Where might…?

Can…?Why do you think…?

What is…?Predict…?

When did…?When might…?

Who was…?Who should…?

How many…?How might…?

Skinny Question StartersSkinny Question StartersFat Question Starters Fat Question Starters The Revised BloomThe Revised Bloom’’s Taxonomys Taxonomy

Evaluation

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Comprehension

Knowledge

Creating

Evaluating

Analysing

Applying

Understanding

Remembering

(Based on Pohl, 2000, Learning to Think, Thinking to Learn) 

Create:  Generating new 
ideas, products, or ways of 
viewing things 

Evaluate:  Justifying a 
decision or course of 
action

Analyze:  Breaking 
information into parts to 
explore understandings & 
relationships

Apply :  Using information in 
another familiar situation

Understand:  Explaining ideas 
or concepts

Remember:  Recalling 
information

SoSo……what do you do with it?what do you do with it?

� Develop higher order thinking 
activities.

� Formulate questions.

� Help students to develop 
“question asking skills”.

Curriculum CompactingCurriculum Compacting

Used to modify and/or Used to modify and/or streamlinestreamline the the 

regular curriculum to regular curriculum to eliminateeliminate

repetition of previously mastered repetition of previously mastered 

material, upgrade the challenge level material, upgrade the challenge level 

of the regular curriculum, and provide of the regular curriculum, and provide 

time for enrichment and/or time for enrichment and/or 

acceleration activities.acceleration activities.

Compacting StepsCompacting Steps

1. What to do you want them to 
know?

2. What do they know?

3. Offer enrichment or acceleration 
activities to those who already 
know it.

4. Keep records for accountability.

http://www.gifted.uconn.edu/siegle/Curriculum

Compacting/INDEX.HTM
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Five HardestFive Hardest

� Teacher or student selects the 5 (or 

other number) most difficult 

problems on the page

� Do with 80% accuracy and…

� NEATLY!

� Buy self out of the remainder of the 

problems on the page

Independent Study/MentorshipIndependent Study/Mentorship

� Individual or small group investigations

� Student(s) identifies area of interest
� Latrell and Jasmine – Clocks

� Kyle – Civil War

� 7th graders - wetlands

� Identify audience
� Custodian

� 8th Graders

� Town Council

� Teacher helps student narrow focus

� High School students as mentors

� Community members as mentors

Learning and Interest CentersLearning and Interest Centers

� Learning Centers

� Tied to the curriculum

� Different work for different students

� Open ended activities

� Interest centers

� Based on student interest

� Collection of materials related to topic

ThinkThink--TacTac--ToeToe

Free
Choice

Free
Choice

•A simple way to give 
students choices.

•Activities should be 
structured so that 
students must grapple 
with the key ideas and 
use the keys skills 
central to the topic or 
area of study

Kindergarten Kindergarten –– PatternsPatterns
Complete the pattern by drawing 3 more shapesComplete the pattern by drawing 3 more shapes

Make your own 
pattern that uses 

more than 3 
shapes

Make your own 
ABC pattern

OceanviewOceanviewSchool Primary Plant ThinkSchool Primary Plant Think--TacTac--ToeToe

9. Using music, show
how seeds move.

8. Make a list of words
that have to do with

plants, seeds and
gardening.

7. Using the materials
at the science

center, plant a seed
and watch it grow.

Draw and write about
what you see.

6. Read the poem, “The
Seed”. Act out how a

seed grows into a flower.

5. READ Eric Carle’s
book “The Seed”.
Draw what you

learned about how
seeds travel.

4. Sort the seeds at
the plant center.

Make a pattern with
the seeds. Count the

seeds.

3. Learn about what
plants need to grow.

Present your
information to the class.

2. What would it be like
to be a seed growing
into a flower? Write
about this in your

journal.

1. Draw and label the 4
parts of a plant.

Use seeds to make
your own plant

picture.
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Ancient Civilizations – Grade 6
As an ancient mapmaker, 
you are commissioned to 
create a map of your land 
including all natural land 
forms, a compass rose and 
a scale. Also find examples 
of each land form in a 
modern civilization.

Imagine that you are an ancient 
citizen who awakens to 
discover that all water has 
evaporated. Explain in detail 
how this would alter your way 
of life. Also, do this for the town 
where you live.

Assume you are persuading 
others to visit your ancient 
civilization. Design a 
descriptive, accurate travel 
brochure. Include both 
natural and man-made 
elements that would attract 
tourists.

You are an ancient scribe. 
Write and illustrate a 
thorough description of a 
famous character from each 
time period being studied. 
Profile yourself also.

Assume the identity of a 
famous person from the given 
time period. Create a journal 
entry reflecting the ideas, 
values, and components of 
daily life for that person & you.

You are a famous sculptor. 
Create a 3D representation of 
a well-known leader, god, 
goddess, or common citizen. 
Include a museum exhibit 
card.

Written language is an 
essential part of everyday 
life. Your task is to create an 
alphabet. Include a 
translation into modern 
English, a written description 
of the language 
development a & a 3D 
artifact of the new language.

Recreate in 3D form a famous 
work of architecture from your 
time period. Compare and 
contrast this piece to one piece 
of modern day architecture. 
Find one example of this 
architecture’s presence in 
modern day society.

Find a way to explain and 
show the importance of music 
and the arts to your culture. 
Also show at least 2 
examples with roots in our 
time.
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Charles Kyle & Kathy Reed * Illinois

Fleming, KY – Weather – 1st Grade

Compare inside and 
outside temperatures 
at two different 
times a day for one 
week.

Create an oral report 
on weather safety.

Perform a weather 
related song.

Demonstrate 
appropriate dress for 
various kinds of 
weather (fashion 
show).

Draw a picture of 
your favorite 
weather.

Write a story about 
your favorite 
weather and/or 
season.

Compile a list of 
weather words.

Chart the weather 
for one week.

Create a wind 
detector.

Fleming, KY Fleming, KY -- Civil WarCivil War

Make an ABC book 
using terms from the 
unit to share with 2nd

Research a significant 
individual and present 
findings to the class using 
an informational poster.

Develop a board 
game dealing with the 
Civil War.

Read a picture book 
about the Civil War 
and create a collage 
depicting what you 
learned.

Compile a song book 
depicting the feelings of 
the time period.  Include 
illustrations.

Create a PowerPoint 
presentation about an 
important event 
during the Civil War.

Write a story from the 
point of view of an 
escaping slave.

Create a timeline of the 
major events of the Civil 
War.

Dramatize (act out) 
an important event 
during the time 
period.

Tiered ActivitiesTiered Activities

Tiered Instruction features:

� Whole group introduction and initial instruction

� Identification of developmental differences

� Increase or Decrease the:

� Abstraction

� Extent of Support

� Sophistication

� Complexity of goals, 

resources, activities 

& products

What constitutes a tiered activity?What constitutes a tiered activity?

� A focus on a key concept – parallel tasks

� Adjust to students’ achievement levels

� Adjust number of steps to the students’
productivity levels

� Students working with appropriately 
challenging tasks

� Result = Respectable work for everyone

� Students understand why they are all not 
doing the same thing.

Kindergarten Kindergarten -- ClassificationClassification

� Tier I
� Classify leaves by shape and color

� Tier 2
� Classify leaves by shape and one other 

property

� Tier 3
� Find 3 ways your leaves could be 

classified
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Natural ResourcesNatural Resources

Prompt 3: Every day our custodians throw out a tremendous amount of trash. What can we 
do at our school to reduce the amount of trash we throw out each day? Come up with a plan 
that you can present to the principal that explains your solution to our trash problem

Prompt 2: Every day our custodians throw out a tremendous amount of trash. What can we 
do at our school to reduce the amount of trash we throw out each day?
Think about these different types of trash:

�Paper
�Food
�Plastic 
�Cans and other metals

Come up with a plan that you can present to the principal that explains your solution to our 
trash problem.

Prompt 1:Our school custodians have a problem. Each day they throw out a large amount of 
paper. They would like to save as many trees as possible and would like to come up with a 
plan to recycle the paper used in the classrooms. Your job is to come up with a plan for the 
custodians. 
Step 1: With a partner, talk to the custodians to find out what they do with the paper now. 
Ask them if they have any ideas about how to solve the problem.
Step 2: With your group, brainstorm ideas for solving the paper problem.
Step 3: Use the PMI (Plus, Minus, Interesting) strategy to sort your ideas
Step 4: Write up 2 different plans using your “Plus” ideas.

Tiered Activity: BiographiesTiered Activity: Biographies

Tell the reader about your famous person’s life through a 
series of letters written over his or her lifespan from that 
person to a friend.

Tier 3: These students thrive 
on high levels of challenge.

Write a biography of your famous person. Use your timeline 
to help you organize your ideas. Remember to emphasize why 
your person is famous.

Tier 2: These students can 
organize ideas without too 
much prompting.

Write a biography of your famous person. Use the timeline 
you created to help you organize your ideas. Remember to 
answer the following questions as you write.
�When and where was your famous person born?
�Where did your person live while growing up? 
�What was his or her childhood like?
�What did he or she do when he or she became an adult?
�Why is your person famous?

Tier 1: These students benefit 
from structure and direct 
instruction.

PromptLevel

Vacation Time!Vacation Time!

Family plans to average 50 miles per hour and travel 6 hours 
per day stopping twice to eat for an hour each time.

Prompt Three 

Asked to approximate 
cost and justify answer

Prompt Two 

Given mpg of car

Prompt One

Given the cost of gas 
and mpg of car

Calculate approximate cost of gas

How long? How many 
nights?

Find hotels that 
include breakfast.

Calculate hotel costs 
for each stay.

How long will it take?

How many nights 
will they need to 
spend in hotels?

Calculate hotel cost 
for trip to 
destination.

How long will it take to 
get to their destination?

How many nights?
Cost of hotel is about 
$80 per night –
calculate hotel cost for 
trip to destination.

Persuasive EssayPersuasive Essay
Students willStudents will……

Write a persuasive essay 
using multiple reasons, 
logical explanations 
and credible sources to 
support their point of 
view – to be assessed 
using the NYS 
independent writing 
rubric.

Use the Learning Activity 
as a rough draft to 
develop a multi-
paragraph persuasive 
essay – to be assessed 
using the NYS 
independent writing 
rubric.

Describe their opinion 
about a topic by 
writing 5-6 
detailed sentences 
explaining their 
opinion – to be 
assessed using the 
NYS independent 
writing rubric.

A
ssessm

e
nt

Expand the quality of their 
essay by adding 
multiple, credible 
sources of support.

State a point of view and 
cite multiple reasons to 
defend that viewpoint.

Write a cohesive 
paragraph with a 
main idea and 
supporting details.

O
utco

m
e

AdvancedIntermediateBasic

Differentiation Quiz…

1. Should every student  
do it?

2. Would every student 
want to do it?

3. Could every student 
do it?

Yes No

X

X

X

Start smallStart small

Make friends and shareMake friends and share

Your mantra: Your mantra: 

““Different, not moreDifferent, not more””

Remember:Remember:



Question Generation Cubes 
 
You need two wooden cubes or blank dice and a thin permanent marker. 
 
 #1 – on each side of the cube write: 
   

Questioning CubesQuestioning Cubes

On one cube:
Who
What

Where/When
How

Why
Which

Who

What

 
 
#2 – on each side of the cube write: 
  Can 
  Is  
  Might 
  Will 
  Did  

Would/Could/Should 
 

On the other cube:On the other cube:

�Is
�Might
�Did
�Will
�Would/could/should
�Can

would
could
should

is

 
Great place to purchase cubes – www.barclaywoods.com – select Craft cubes and they are 
around $0.08 each 
 
























